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and saw the orange and almost indian and lacquer red
gravel bottoms, and the pale mud flats.
Saundby asked me by W/T if I had enough petrol to
reach Ziza. I said "Yes" at first, but then decided to
land at D. I tried to get a smoke candle out, but three
were duds. Saundby dropped one at last and landed
first, running into the very camel-thorn against which
he had expressly warned me! I landed afterwards and
stopped short, more by luck than good management. I
took in 50 gallons of petrol from the sunk-steel plate
dump. There is a D.H.pa crash at D, where someone
crashed on a D.H.9a and was buried just beside the
wreck, which may remain as his pathetic monument for
centuries to come. D is very like Farnborough in many
ways, Saundby says it is a typical bit of Asian steppe.
The contour of the hills, the shape and colour of the
vegetation, sparse and poor, the long line of the pale mud
flats remind one strongly of Long Valley. It was won-
derfully quiet in the pale afternoon sunlight, which lit up
people's faces and the struts and silver wings of the
aeroplanes.
L.G. D to Ziza. On again after we had refuelled.
We followed the track out of a winding wadi on to the
plain again, across to Azrak (C). We passed south of C,
across to Kasr Kharana, one of the eastern outposts of the
mighty Roman empire, standing like a sentinel in the
desert. We were now flying with the sun on our port
bow, and it reflected off the smooth grey desert, as if
the desert were polished. The markings on the desert
looked like the grain of fancy polished wood. We flew
across the ridge where the track goes on to Amman, and
tried to find the plough track to Ziza, but it had appar-
ently in this part been washed away by the rain. We

